
High Frequency Playground Inspection Form

_

DISTRICT SCHOOL
INSPECTOR NAME DATE/TIME __________________________
REPAIRER NAME INSPECTION FREQUENCY: DAILY/WEEKLY (CIRCLE ONE)

CODES:  1=ADEQUATE     2=NEEDS MAINTENANCE     3=REQUEST IMMEDIATE REPAIR     
0=SUPERVISOR NOTIFIED AND WORK ORDER WRITTEN     X=CORRECTIVE ACTION TAKEN

GENERAL INSPECTION CRITERIA CODE INSPECTION 
COMMENTS

REPAIR 
COMMENTS

Vandalism - Damage, graffiti, broken glass, trash, etc.

Surface Material - Damaged, not evenly distributed, no 
foreign objects and not compacted
Surface Material - Adequate depth (see reverse) and 
not deteriorated - check for exposed footings 
Rusts, Rot, Cracks, Deterioration, Fatigue or 
Splinters
Tripping Hazards (on or around playground) - Concrete 
footings, rocks, roots, etc.
Components - No missing or broken parts and securely 
anchored
Hardware - Loose, missing or worn nuts, bolts, 
fastening devices or hangers
Stairs and Steps - Adequate slip resistant material, not 
bent, broken or missing
Handrails, Climbers, Guardrails and Barriers - Parts 
are secure, not bent, cracked or broken
S-Hooks (Chains) - Must be closed within .04" or 1mm 
(the width of a dime)
Chains - Check for twists, kinks, excessive wear or 
corrosion
Protrusions or Projections - Nuts, bolts and hardware 
extend well beyond surface
Moving Components and Parts - All operate freely 
and smoothly, not loose or worn-out
Elevated Platforms, Landings and Walkways - 
Secured, slip resistant material, holes or raised edges 
Sharp Points, Corners or Edges - Resulting from wear 
and tear 
Swing Seats - No sharp edges, not worn,  broken or 
cracked
Protective Caps or Plugs - None are missing or 
damaged

Directions: Additional Comments
     1.  Indicate condition of components by using the above referenced codes
     2.  Describe problem or hazard that is present or repair that is needed
     3.  Note corrective action taken
     4.  Return inspection form to supervisor and keep on file
List any work order numbers that apply to above repairs_________________

Reviewed by __________________________________         Date ___________________________
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